F1/10 AUTONOMOUS RACING COMPETITION

1/10TH SCALE RACE CARS.
10X THE FUN!

Learn to Build, Code, and Race self-driving cars.
We'll walk you through the building blocks of perception, planning and control. Watch how international teams race cars with the same hardware, and outsmart each other in a battle of algorithms.

JOIN US ON RACE DAY:
October 14, 2019
8AM-2PM
Carleton Commons
S.W. Mudd Building (4th floor)

AGENDA:
8-10am Practice Races
10am-12pm Final Race
12-1pm Hands-on tutorial on Autonomous Racing and how you can get involved


LIGHT SNACKS WILL BE SERVED.
QUESTIONS? CONTACT ee-events@ee.columbia.edu

f1tenth.org/race.html